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Abstract—Colorectal cancer is responsible of the death of
hundred of thousands of people worldwide each year. The
histopathological features of the tumor are generally identified
from the analysis of tissue taken from a biopsy providing
information for selecting the adequate treatment. With the advent
of digital pathology, slides of tissue are increasingly available as
Whole Slide Images (WSI) allowing their analysis using artificial
intelligence algorithms. Additionally, genetic sequencing of the
tumor can also be performed to identify specific mutations (e.g.
KRAS) and their subtypes (e.g. G12C). While sequencing can
take time and is costly, it provides key information on the specific
type of cancer. In this paper, we target the identification of key
genes and variants using only stained histopathology images using
deep neural networks. Predicting gene information only from
histopathology images could be easily used routinely and would
allow saving the time and cost of tumor sequencing. Experiments
performed on 45 colorectal cancer WSI from 45 patients revealed
that deep models can correctly classify 90% of patients with
the KRAS G12C mutation. Furthermore, we also used CAM
and LIME methods to explore the interpretability of the results
highlighting which parts of the images were used by the models
to predict the presence of specific mutations.

Index Terms—Digital pathology, histopathological images, col-
orectal cancer, mutation classification, deep learning, explainabil-
ity

I. INTRODUCTION

The emergence of slide scanners in the late 90’s made it

possible to digitize glass slides into a very high resolution

image named Whole Slide Images (WSI). Examples of patches

from such images are shown in Figure 1. This enables to

Fig. 1: Examples of patches of tumor areas in colon cancer

stained in HES from patient with mutation KRAS.

take advantage of artificial intelligence approaches to help

pathologists on different tasks like diagnosis.

In its annual report [1], the American Cancer Society (ACS)

estimates that by 2022, there will be ∼1,900,000 new cancer

cases and ∼600,000 cancer-related deaths in the United States.

Colorectal cancer alone is responsible for ∼100,000 new cases

and ∼50,000 deaths. Nevertheless, not all colorectal cancers

are the same. Indeed, there are different types of cancer and

different stages depending on the progress of the disease.

Knowing the type of cancer is essential to personalize patients

treatment and thus increase chances of survival. In the context

of a microscopic analysis, a pathologist is able to determine

a lot of information about the cancer and its progress from a

glass slide. Deep learning methods are also able to perform

such tasks [2]. However, visual tissue analysis is not sufficient
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Fig. 2: Our workflow. A collection of colorectal cancer WSI containing KRAS mutation and WT (1) is tumor annotated (2).

We use a sliding window (3) to create patches size 224∗224 (4). These patches are organized in five folds (5) to perform

cross-validation. Then, we train a deep neural network (6) to predict mutation and variant (7). Finally, we use the predictions

to determine the patient’s mutation (8).

to know which genes are mutated or wild-type (WT i.e. non-

mutated) and which variants are present. This step is crucial to

determine certain types of cancer and guide patients to the best

treatment. In the case of colorectal cancer, 3% of cancers have

KRAS G12C (Glycine 12 to Cysteine) mutation. This rare mu-

tation plays a key role in cell proliferation and is responsible

for an extremely aggressive forms of cancer. However, there

are treatments that can improve patients’ chances of survival

and that can be prescribed from the moment the mutation is

identified [3]. Genome information can be obtained by a DNA

sequencer, but remains expensive and time consuming

In 2019, N. Coudray et al. [4] were the first to successfully

apply a deep learning method to predict mutations directly in

lung WSI. In the wake of this work, many deep learning-based

approaches have been proposed to predict genetic informa-

tion [4]–[9]. Among them, some approaches focus on muta-

tions in colorectal cancer [6], [8]. These encouraging results

are surprising because pathologists are not able to determine

visually the presence or absence of a mutation in a gene from

a microscopic analysis of a tissue. Yet, deep neural networks

seem to be able to do it. Therefore, deep learning methods

have the potential to determine genetic information without

going through time-consuming and expensive DNA sequenc-

ing. Moreover, networks could also allow us to understand

the biological structures associated with mutations through

the field of explainability. Despite initiatives to understand

network predictions using explainability methods [6], [7], the

structures that lead to the prediction of mutated genes and

variants are still poorly understood [7].

In this paper, we propose:

• To compare different deep learning architectures on the

task of classification of KRAS mutation in histopatholog-

ical images of colorectal cancer.

• To classify the G12C variant of the KRAS gene given its

interest in the selection of a treatment that increases the

chances of survival.

• To use the CAM [10] and LIME [11] explainability

methods to visualize the areas of patches that motivate

a network’s decision making.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we present related

work on deep learning approaches to predict mutations in

section II. Then, we detail our proposed approach and our

colon cancer WSI dataset in section III, before comparing

different architectures in section IV.

To ensure reproducibility, we also release the source code

of our method here 1.

1https://github.com/RobinHCK/Comparison-of-deep-learning-architecture
s-for-colon-cancer-mutation-detection

https://github.com/RobinHCK/Comparison-of-deep-learning-architectures-for-colon-cancer-mutation-detection
https://github.com/RobinHCK/Comparison-of-deep-learning-architectures-for-colon-cancer-mutation-detection


II. RELATED WORKS

In the last years, approaches based on deep neural networks

have been investigated to predict genetic information from

histopathological images. However, there is still a lack of

understanding of which features the networks rely on to

perform their predictions. To cope with this issue, the field of

explainability explore techniques allowing to better understand

how the detection and decision are made by the deep models.

In 2019, [4] was the first to show the potential of deep

neural networks on the task of classifying mutated genes in

histopathological tissue patches. In the wake of this work,

many deep learning-based approaches have been proposed to

predict genetic information [4]–[8], [12]–[19]. These works

mainly focus on organs with the most deadliest cancers [20]

such as lung [4], [7], [17], colon [6], [8], liver [5], [13],

breast [14], [15], pancreas [16], prostate [12], uterus [18],

kidney [19]. Starting from these organs, there are two types of

methods to collect medical images. On the one hand, invasive

methods allow to obtain histopathological images as in [4]–[6],

[12]–[15], [18], [19]. On the other hand, there are also non-

invasive methods that allow to create computed tomography

(CT) images as in [7], [8], [16], [17]. In both cases, medical

images are used in a similar way to train deep neural networks.

Among the proposed approaches, we mainly find methods

based on ResNet [8], [12], [14]–[19], which use skip connec-

tions to reduce the vanishing gradient phenomenon. Then, the

Inception-v3 architecture, which was notably used by [4] to

show the feasibility of predicting mutations in histopatholog-

ical images, was also taken up [5], [18]. The specificity of

Inception architectures is to use filters of different sizes for

each level to reduce overfitting. In addition to these works,

mainly based on ResNet and Inception, there are articles

that use other architectures: CNN [13], [21], DNN [22],

DenseNet [7], EfficientNet [17]. Note that these deep neural

networks are mainly used to directly classify patches according

to their mutations and subtypes. However, some works try to

include patient data in addition to patches in order to give more

context to the network, as in [17]. Given the current work, the

many layers of deep learning architectures seem to be able to

extract abstract features specific to mutations, however to our

knowledge, there is no comparison between these architectures

on the mutation prediction task.

Although the results of the networks on the genetic infor-

mation prediction task are promising, the existing methods

struggle to justify the predictions of deep neural networks,

as described in [5]. In order to bypass this black box ef-

fect, [6] studies the relationships between some genes using

t-SNE [23]. In parallel, [7], [22] explored the use of CAM [10]

to try to explain visually the predictions of the networks.

Indeed, explainability methods such as CAM and LIME [11]

allow to visualize the impact of each part of a patch in its

final classification result. On the one hand, it is possible to use

these results to improve the learning of a network as shown

in [24]. On the other hand, these methods are particularly

useful for understanding the decisions of networks that tend

to become more complex to handle more difficult tasks [25],

such as mutation classification. Despite these initiatives, the

behavior of networks on the mutation prediction task is not

well understood, in particular because of the abstract nature

of the features due to the large number of parameters in the

networks, as described in [7].

TABLE I: Folds per split. Distribution of folds in training,

validation and test splits for each network in the cross-

validation.

#Folds in

#Network Test Validation Train

1 1 2 3, 4, 5

2 2 3 4, 5, 1

3 3 4 5, 1, 2

4 4 5 1, 2, 3

5 5 1 2, 3, 4

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Materials

The AiCOLO dataset is a private dataset which contains 143

colorectal cancer WSI from 105 patients. After removing the

WSI with defects (blurring, staining, etc), we keep 45 WSI

from 45 patients. All the WSI were stained with Hematoxylin

Eosin Saffron (HES), before being scanned using a Hama-

matsu photonics scanner at X20 magnification and a spatial

resolution of 0.454µm/pixel. The WSI come from the Georges-

François Leclerc Center. The AiCOLO dataset also contains

annotations of all tumor areas as well as genetic information

obtained by DNA sequencing, such as the mutated genes (WT,

BRAF, KRAS, NRAS, etc). For each WSI containing KRAS

gene, we also have a specific variant (G12C, G12D, G12V,

etc).

We use a sliding window with 0 overlap as shown in

Figure 2 (3) to create patches of size 224×244 pixels at X20

magnification. As a result, we label all patches of a WSI with

the same mutation and the same variant. To reduce bias in

our data, we apply the Macenko [26] normalization method

as well as other on-the-fly data augmentation methods during

the training step, such as flip, rotation and shear.

The AiCOLO dataset contains a majority of WSI with the

KRAS mutation. Considering that in this study we focus on

the KRAS G12C mutation, we create a first dataset of 76,000

patches for the mutation classification task containing 38,000

KRAS patches (KRAS) and 38,000 non KRAS patches (WT).

Then, considering the low amount of data of the other variants,

we choose to group the minority classes into one class, named

“Others”. Thus, to classify the variants, a second dataset of

70,500 patches is created containing 23,500 KRAS G12C

patches (G12C), 23,500 other variant patches (Others) and

23,500 patches without mutation (WT). The patches of the

G12C, Others and WT classes were created from 45 WSI (13

WSI G12C, 13 WSI Others and 19 WSI WT). During the

process of patches creation, we randomly and proportionally

remove patches in each WSI to balance the data.



TABLE II: Comparison of architectures for KRAS mutation classification. Comparison of the accuracy of the architectures on

the task of classification of patches with KRAS mutation and WT.

Architectures Fold 1 Fold 2 Fold 3 Fold 4 Fold 5 All Folds

InceptionResNetV2 0.782 0.745 0.784 0.681 0.850 0.769 (±0.056)

MobileNetV2 0.832 0.667 0.816 0.648 0.866 0.766 (±0.090)

DenseNet201 0.783 0.650 0.845 0.681 0.833 0.758 (±0.079)

ResNet152V2 0.780 0.670 0.830 0.646 0.853 0.756 (±0.084)

NASNetLarge 0.861 0.571 0.811 0.670 0.845 0.752 (±0.113)

Inception-v3 0.788 0.763 0.528 0.710 0.809 0.720 (±0.101)

EfficientNetV2L 0.764 0.496 0.709 0.626 0.500 0.619 (±0.108)

VGG19 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 (±0)

TABLE III: Comparison of architectures for KRAS G12C variant classification task. We compare the accuracy of the

architectures on classification tasks of the G12C variant of the KRAS gene, per patch and per WSI. The prediction per

WSI (i.e. per patient) is computed from the classification results per patch.

classification of patches classification of WSI

G12C vs NotG12C G12C vs G12C vs
Architectures Others vs WT G12C Others WT Others vs WT NotG12C

MobileNetV2 0.574 (±0.135) 0.923 0.462 0.462 0.615 0.897

InceptionResNetV2 0.538 (±0.113) 0.923 0.538 0.538 0.667 0.821
NASNetLarge 0.483 (±0.111) 0.846 0.385 0.538 0.590 0.769
ResNet152V2 0.478 (±0.151) 0.769 0.231 0.462 0.487 0.746
Inception-v3 0.482 (±0.079) 0.692 0.154 0.692 0.513 0.641
DenseNet201 0.428 (±0.166) 0.615 0.231 0.385 0.410 0.641

EfficientNetV2L 0.463 (±0.115) 0.846 0.462 0.000 0.536 0.615
VGG19 0.333 (±0) 0.154 0.385 0.385 0.308 0.590

B. Methods

For all our experiments, we use cross-validation with five

folds (three training folds, one validation fold, and one test

fold) as shown in Table I to take full advantage of our

data and reduce overfitting. We distribute the WSI of the

different classes equally among the five folds to avoid our

networks associating the most represented class to all the data.

Moreover, we take care to avoid data leakage by putting the

patches from a WSI (i.e. patient) in a single fold so that it is

impossible for a network to test patches from a patient that

it could have seen during the training step. Each fold is used

once to test a model trained on all the other folds. Then, the

results of the five models on the five folds are aggregated.

As we want to detect the G12C subtype of the KRAS

mutation, we proceed in two steps. First, we train our model to

discriminate the KRAS mutation (KRAS vs WT dataset). Then

we repeat our experiments to discriminate the G12C subtype

of the KRAS mutation (G12C vs Others vs WT dataset).

In both cases, we compute the accuracy over all folds from

the patches that are well and poorly classified by the network.

Then, we assign to each WSI (i.e. patient) the most predicted

class among the patches that compose it. Again, we compute

the accuracy on all the WSI well and poorly classified by the

network. First, we detail the accuracy obtained for each class

(G12C, Others and WT), then we present the accuracy for the

tasks G12C vs Others vs WT and G12C vs NotG12C.

IV. EXPERIMENTS & DISCUSSION

A. Classification of the KRAS mutation

We choose to compare the performance of deep learn-

ing architectures that we selected based on the literature:

DenseNet201 [27], EfficientNetV2L [28], Inception-v3 [29],

InceptionResNetV2 [30], MobileNetV2 [31], NASNetLarge-

[32], ResNet152V2 [33], and VGG19 [34]. The following

hyper-parameters were obtained using random search opti-

mization : Learning rate 0.01; Epochs 30; Batch size 32;

Cost function categorical crossentropy; Optimization function

RMSprop; Dropout rate 0.1; L2 Regularization 0.0001.

We report the results of our networks on the KRAS vs WT

patch classification task in Table II. Then, after finding that

the networks were able to differentiate the KRAS mutation

from the wild type, we repeated our experiments on the G12C

subtype classification task (G12C vs Others vs WT).

B. Classification of the KRAS G12C subtype

The accuracy of the different architectures are reported in

Table III. First, the accuracy of the networks on the G12C

vs Others vs WT patch classification task are between 46.3%

and 57.4%. Only VGG19 fails to learn. Secondly, when we

look at the WSI classification results, still on the G12C vs

Others vs WT task, we see that the accuracy are higher than

on the patch classification. Third, if we look in detail at the

accuracy for each of the classes of the WSI classification (as

presented in the G12C, Others and WT columns), we see that

the classes containing the other variants (Others) and the wild-

type (WT) are confused by the networks. We believe this is



due to the limited data we have for these classes. Since we

focus on the detection of the KRAS G12C mutation because

of the aggressive cancer forms it creates, we can reduce our

problem to only two classes by combining the Others and WT

classes. Thus, in the G12C vs NotG12C column, we can see

that our networks correctly recognize the G12C subtype.

Several deep neural networks achieve high accuracy on

KRAS G12C mutation classification task per WSI (G12C vs

NotG12C) with 74.6% for ResNet152V2, 76.9% for NAS-

NetLarge, 82.1% for InceptionResNetV2 and 89.7% for Mo-

bileNetV2. It appears that the MobileNet specific convolutions

and the residual layers introduced with ResNet, allow the

extraction of relevant mutation related features. We note that

the accuracy with which our networks classify the KRAS

G12C mutation is comparable with the results reported by [6]

on colorectal cancer WSI HES. To the best of our knowledge,

we propose the best results in the literature on the KRAS G12C

mutation detection task per patient using our MobileNetV2

models.

In this study, we successfully predicted the G12C subtype

of the KRAS gene. However, this was not the case for the

other available variants. It is not clear whether all mutations

could be detected on WSI, or if it is due to a limitation of

our experimentation conditions. The difficulties encountered

by our networks can be explained by the poorly labeled

training data that we give to the networks. Indeed, we assign

to all patches of a WSI the same class, but the signatures

of mutations and variants are not necessarily present in each

patch. The lack of data can also be at the origin of the failure

to classify the least represented mutations and variants. For

similar reasons, we believe that our networks perform better on

patient-based classification than on patch-based classification

because it smoothes out network errors. Although it is possible

that not all patches show a signature of the gene we are looking

for, a majority of patches with a magnification level of X20

are likely to contain traces of a mutation because they still

allow the networks to learn about the characteristics of the

mutation. This kind of approach could be used in laboratory

routines to quickly and at low cost obtain genetic information

on a glass slide, as is the case for other medical image

analysis methods described by [35]. Nevertheless, there are

still technical obstacles, for example, we have found that traces

of mucins on tissues are often interpreted as a variant from

the class Others by the networks.

In our experiments, we focus on KRAS G12C for its clinical

interest but also because our dataset contains enough diversity

for learning purposes. Nevertheless our subsidiary experiments

suggest that using more genes and variants when training a

network can improve network performance.

C. Explainability with CAM and LIME

Finally, we applied CAM and LIME explainability methods

to try to understand which visual features helped the network

to make its decision (see Figure 3). We observe that CAM

highlights areas that are associated with tumors. However,

after analysis of these results by a pathologist, we could not

visually determine the structures that discriminate the KRAS

mutation or the G12C variant. We believe that the difficulty in

interpreting the results given by the explainability methods

comes from the biases of our networks. It seems that the

proliferation of cells with a mutated gene produces patterns

that allow AIs to predict mutations. However, these patterns

are too complex or too small to be yet identified visually by a

pathologist with a microscope. Thus, it is relevant to use deep

learning methods to detect what an expert is not able to see.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: Example of CAM (a) and LIME (b) results on network

predictions. Highlighted areas show where the network focuses

to classify KRAS G12C.

V. CONCLUSION

In recent years, the advent of deep learning methods has

made it possible to tackle more complex tasks that force

networks to learn increasingly abstract features. In this con-

text, the prediction of genetic information shows encouraging

results, however, understanding the relationships between net-

work predictions and biological structures remains complex.

We proposed a method to predict KRAS mutation and G12C

subtype in colorectal cancer with neural networks. Then, we

attempt to identify the structures that the networks associate

with the KRAS G12C mutation using the CAM and LIME

explainability methods. We believe that our method is trans-

ferable to other organs and can help to predict genes and

variants. Future work will focus on adding patient data as

input to the networks to add more context, before investigating

the relationships between biological structures and genetic

mutations using methods to understand network features.
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